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ABSTRACT: Sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG)
and calculations of SFG spectra based on density functional
theory are combined to elucidate the orientation of two Re(R2,2′-bipyridine)(CO)3Cl (R = 4-cyano or 4,4′-dicyano) electrocatalysts when adsorbed on conductive gold surfaces. We ﬁnd
that the electrocatalysts lean on the Au surface to orient the
plane of the bipyridine ligand at 63° relative to the surface
normal. While the weak binding of the complexes to the gold
surface precluded the ability to perform surface immobilized
catalysis, homogeneous electrochemical experiments show that
the molecular catalysts are active toward the reduction of CO2 to CO and carbonate in the triply reduced state (TOF of 13.3 and
7.2 s−1 for the doubly and singly substituted complexes, respectively). These ﬁndings demonstrate the capabilities of the
approach of including rigorous spectroscopic and theoretical methods for revealing the conformation and orientation of CO2
reduction catalysts bound to electrode surfaces, which are critical considerations for redox state transitions and catalytic turnover.

■

INTRODUCTION
As global anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
continue to rise, there is a need not only to reduce production
of CO2 but also to use it as a substrate for value-added
products. One solution would be to utilize this CO2 to
synthesize liquid fuels, which would help create a carbon
neutral cycle.1 The ﬁrst step of the cycle can be done by
electrocatalytically reducing CO2, and both heterogeneous2,3
and homogeneous4,5 systems have been employed for this
purpose.6−8 While homogeneous systems are favored for their
selectivity and tunability, heterogeneous catalysts have the
advantages of stability, low catalyst loading, and straightforward
product separation. Linking molecular catalysts to conductive
surfaces provides an opportunity to combine the advantages of
both systems.9
It is important to understand the nature of catalyst-to-surface
binding as orientation can greatly aﬀect electron transfer and
substrate access to the active site.10 In recent years, infraredvisible sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy has
emerged as a useful tool for determining the average molecular
orientation at surfaces and interfaces.11−14 As a second-order
nonlinear technique, it is only allowed at interfaces that lack an
inversion symmetry and is therefore a useful technique for
probing complexes adsorbed to solid surfaces. Previously, we
have investigated the molecular orientation and vibrational
relaxation dynamics of a series of fac-Re(dcbpy)(CO)3Cl
© 2016 American Chemical Society

(dcbpy = 4,4′-dicarboxy-2,2′-bipyridine) CO2 reduction catalysts on single crystal TiO2 and gold surfaces.15−17 These
studies indicated that the catalytically active site of the rhenium
favorably oriented outward from the surface and that longer
alkyl anchoring chains increased the tilt angle of the catalyst
toward the TiO2 surface.
Considering the great potential and interest in attaching
molecular catalysts to electrode surfaces, more attachment
strategies need to be investigated. Rebpy-based catalysts are
excellent model systems because of their high activity for CO2
reduction, the wealth of mechanistic information known, and
the easy synthetic tunability of the bpy ligand.18,19 A
noncovalent attachment of a Rebpy catalyst to graphitic carbon
demonstrated that strong binding was not necessary for
immobilizing an active catalyst,20 and this attachment strategy
was successfully employed toward other molecular catalysts as
well.21 However, little is known about how these types of
noncovalent attachment strategies aﬀect the orientation of the
complexes. This can be investigated using Au electrodes, as Au
is well-known for its ability to form air-stable self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs)22 with multiple substituents of diﬀering
binding strengths.23 Au is furthermore ideal for our purposes as
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a commonly used metal surface for SFG spectroscopy.24 Herein
we report spectroscopic and molecular electrochemical studies
of Re(R-bpy)(CO)3Cl (R-bpy = 4,4′-dicyano-2,2′-bipyridine
(1), 4-cyano-2,2′-bipyridine (2)) and characterization of their
adsorption onto an Au surface by SFG spectroscopy coupled
with DFT simulations.

1H), 8.77 (s, 1H), 8.45 (d, 1H), 8.25 (t, 1H), 7.89 (d, 1H),
7.69 (t, 1H). 13C{H} NMR (CD3CN): 157.84, 155.13, 154.81,
154.17, 141.16, 129.87, 129.27, 127.54, 125.53, 124.02, 116.24.
IR (ACN): ν(CO) 2025, 1922, and 1905 cm−1. IR (KBr
pellet): ν(CO) 2024, 1913, and 1894 cm−1; ν(CN) 2240 cm−1.
UV−vis (ACN): λmax/nm = 243, 305, 403. ESI-MS (m/z) [M
− H]−: calcd: 486.0; found: 486.1. Elemental analysis for
C14H7ClN3O3Re calcd: C 34.54, H 1.45, N 8.63; found: C
34.47, H 1.50, N 8.53. Single crystals suitable for X-ray
diﬀraction were grown from vapor diﬀusion of diethyl ether
into a saturated solution of 2 in dichloromethane. Faradaic
eﬃciency during bulk electrolysis for CO was 41 ± 2% over
three runs.
X-ray Crystallography. Single crystal X-ray diﬀraction
studies were carried out on a Bruker Kappa APEX-II CCD
diﬀractometer equipped with Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.710 73
Å) or a Bruker Kappa APEX CCD diﬀractometer equipped
with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.541 84 Å). The crystals were
mounted on a Cryoloop with Paratone oil, and data were
collected under a nitrogen gas stream at 100(2) K using ω and
ϕ scans. Data were integrated using the Bruker SAINT software
program and scaled using the SADABS software program.
Solution by direct methods (SHELXS) produced a complete
phasing model consistent with the proposed structure. All nonhydrogen atoms were reﬁned anisotropically by full-matrix
least-squares (SHELXL-97).27
Homogeneous Electrochemistry. Electrochemical experiments were performed on a BASi Epsilon potentiostat. A
single compartment cell was used consisting of a 1 mm glassy
carbon electrode or 1 mm gold electrode, Pt wire counter
electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (separated from
the solution by a CoralPor tip). Cyclic voltammograms were
performed at room temperature using a 5 mL acetonitrile
solution of 1 mM of the complex, 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the
electrolyte, and 1 mM ferrocene as the internal reference. The
solutions were purged with dried Ar or CO2 and stirred before
each experiment. Cyclic voltammograms are reported at a scan
rate of 100 mV/s and referenced to ferrocene unless otherwise
noted. Uncompensated resistance between the working and
reference electrodes was corrected by using iR compensation
on the potentiostat. Scan-rate dependence studies for each
complex were carried out to ensure the homogeneity of the
system (see Supporting Information). To determine icat/ip, the
ip is determined as the peak current under Ar of a reversible
electron transfer, which in this case is the ﬁrst reduction. The
peak catalytic current (icat) is determined by the highest point
of the catalytic wave (under CO2 atmosphere).
Bulk Electrolysis. Bulk electrolysis was performed in a
custom threaded 60 mL single-compartment cell with a custom
airtight Teﬂon top. The setup consists of a carbon rod working
electrode, coiled Pt wire counter electrode (protected from the
bulk solution by fritted glass), and an Ag/AgCl pseudoreference
electrode (separated from solution by a CoralPor tip). The
ACN solution (∼40 mL) consisted of 0.1 M TBAPF6 and 1
mM complex, sparged with either Ar or CO2. Solutions were
constantly stirred and protected from light during the
experiment. The voltage chosen for electrolysis was that of
slightly past the third reduction in cyclic voltammetry.
Experiments were set to have the catalyst undergo four
turnovers, each passing roughly 33 coulombs. Gas analysis was
performed by sampling 1 mL of the headspace of the cell at the
end of each experiment and injecting on a Hewlett-Packard
7890A series gas chromatograph with two molsieve columns

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Experimental Considerations. 1H and 13C
NMR spectra were recorded at 298 K on a Varian 500 MHz
spectrometer. 1H chemical shifts are reported relative to TMS
(δ = 0) by referencing to deuterated solvent shifts. FT-IR
spectra were performed on a Thermo Scientiﬁc Nicolet 6700,
and UV−vis−NIR data were collected on a Shimadzu UV 3600
spectrophotometer using Starna Standard open top 10 mm
path length cuvettes. Microanalyses were performed by
NuMega Resonance Laboratories, San Diego, CA, for C, H,
and N.
Reagents. Solvents were obtained from Fisher Scientiﬁc
(and used as received) unless otherwise noted, and deuterated
solvents and 13CO2(g) were obtained from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories. Electrochemistry and spectroscopy solvents were
degassed with argon, dried over alumina, and dispensed by a
custom-made solvent dispensing system. Reagents were
obtained from commercially available sources: pentacarbonylchlororhenium(I) from Sigma-Aldrich, 2-pyridylzinc bromide
solution 0.5 M in THF from Acros Organics, tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) from Strem Chemicals, 4,4′-dicyano2,2′-bipyridine from Carbosynth Limited, and 2-bromoisonicotinonitrile from Matrix Scientiﬁc. Tetrabutylammonium
hexaﬂuorophosphate (TBAPF6, Aldrich, 98%) was recrystallized twice from methanol and dried at 90 °C overnight before
use in electrochemistry experiments. The ligand 4-cyano-2,2′bipyridine was synthesized according to literature procedure.25
Synthesis of Re(bpy-R) (CO)3Cl Complexes. Analogous
to similar previously reported complexes,26 an oven-dried
round-bottom ﬂask was charged with equal molar equivalents
of Re(CO)5Cl and bipyridine ligand. Dry toluene (20 mL) was
then added, and the solution was heated to reﬂux for 3 h under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was cooled in the freezer
before ﬁltering and washing with cold pentane to collect the
desired solid product, which was dried overnight in a vacuum
oven at ∼80 °C.
Re(4,4′-dicyano-2,2′-bipyridine) (CO)3Cl (1). Reaction of
Re(CO)5Cl (177 mg, 0.489 mmol) with 4,4′-dicyano-2,2′bipyridine (101 mg, 0.489 mmol) to yield a bright red-orange
powder (236 mg, 94% yield). 1H NMR (CD3CN): δ = 9.22 (sh
d, J = 6, 2H), 8.76 (sh s, 2H), 7.95 (sh d, J = 6, 2H). 13C{H}
NMR (CD3CN): 156.54, 155.18, 130.82, 128.17, 124.36,
116.15. IR (ACN): ν(CO) 2027, 1927, and 1911 cm−1. IR
(KBr pellet): ν(CO) 2027, 1926, and 1889 cm−1; ν(CN) 2245
cm−1. UV−vis (ACN): λmax/nm = 221, 246, 312, 435. ESI-MS
(m/z) [M − H]−: calcd: 511.0; found: 511.1. Elemental
a n a l y s is f o r c o m p le x w it h o n e D CM m o l ec u le
C16H8Cl3N4O3Re calcd: C 32.20, H 1.35, N 9.39; found: C
32.16; H 1.55; N 9.48. Single crystals suitable for X-ray
diﬀraction were grown by slow evaporation of a supersaturated
solution of 1 in dichloromethane. Faradaic eﬃciency during
bulk electrolysis for CO was 18 ± 5% over three runs.
Re(4-cyano-2,2′-bipyridine) (CO)3Cl (2). Reaction of Re(CO)5Cl (260 mg, 0.719 mmol) with 4-cyano-2,2′-bipyridine
(130 mg, 0.719 mmol) to yield a bright orange powder (257
mg, 73% yield). 1H NMR (CD3CN): δ = 9.19 (d, 1H), 9.04 (d,
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normalized by the SFG spectra of a bare gold thin ﬁlm (IAu)
measured under the same condition.

(30 m × 0.53 mm i.d. × 25 μm ﬁlm). The 1 mL injection was
split between two columns, one with N2 carrier gas and the
other He to quantify both CO and H2, respectively. Instrument
speciﬁc calibration curves were used to determine amount of
each gas produced.
Infrared Spectroelectrochemistry (IR-SEC). IR-SEC
experiments were carried out in a custom-made cell28 with a
glassy carbon working, platinum counter, and pseudoreference
silver electrode. A N2 sparged solution of 0.3 mM complex in
0.1 M TBAPF6 in ACN was used, and a blank solution of 0.1 M
TBAPF6 in ACN was used for the FTIR solvent subtractions.
For experiments under CO2 or 13CO2, the solution was
saturated with the gas (∼0.28 M) directly before use. A Pine
Instrument Company model AFCBP1 bipotentiostat was used
to apply potential to the system.
Preparation of Au Slides and Surface Attachment.
Optically ﬂat Au substrates consisting of a layer of Cr (1−4
nm) and Au (200−300 nm) evaporated onto borosilicate glass
slides were used. For surface attachment of the catalysts, all Au
substrates were cleaned using a Bunsen burner method.29 The
Au slide was then cooled under a stream of N2 before being
immediately submersed in a 1 mM solution of 1 or 2 in
chloroform and stored in the dark for 1−3 days. The slide was
then removed from solution, washed with pentane, and dried
under N2 before immediate use. The samples were stored
overnight in the dark before SFG measurements.
SFG Spectroscopy. The broadband vibrational SFG setup
is based on a 1 kHz Spitﬁre Ti:sapphire regenerative ampliﬁer
system (Spectra-Physics) producing 150 fs pulses at 800 nm
(12 500 cm−1) with a pulse energy of 4 mJ. Half of the
fundamental was used to pump a TOPAS-COPA (Light
Conversion) producing tunable IR pulses, centered near 2000
cm−1, with energies of ∼10−15 μJ and a bandwidth of ∼150
cm−1. The remaining 2 mJ of 800 nm output was spectrally
narrowed to ∼10 cm−1 by using a home-built pulse shaper. The
visible pulses were ﬁltered to 2 μJ and combined with the IR at
the sample surface. The angles of incidence of visible and IR are
65° and 50° with respect to the surface normal, respectively.
The reﬂected sum frequency signal was collimated and ﬁltered
to remove any residual IR and fundamental visible photons
before being refocused onto the slit of an 300 mm
monochromator (Acton Spectra-Pro 300i) and detected with
an liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD (Princeton Instruments,
PyLoN, 1340 × 100 pixels) operating at −120 °C. All spectra
were collected under PPP polarization combination (Ppolarized SFG, P-polarized visible, P-polarized IR). The SFG
intensity ISFG,N can be expressed as30−32

SSFG =

2

=

+

∑
q

χ(2)
R

Aq(2)
,eff

ωIR

1
− ωq + i Γq

1
IR − ωq + i Γq

2

(2) 2
|ANR
|

(2)

It was observed that the nonresonant signals from gold thin
ﬁlms decrease with complexes 1 or 2 adsorbed on the surfaces.
The reason for this change is unclear; we speculate that it likely
reﬂects an adsorption-induced change of the surface electronic
density of states in gold. For convenience, the intensity of SFG
spectra of bare gold has been rescaled to yield a normalized
SFG signal such that the normalized SSFG = 1 when the signal is
dominated by nonresonant Au response. In the discussion
below, only these normalized SFG spectra are shown and
analyzed.
DFT Geometry Optimization. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were carried out with the local PW9133−37
functional using the Gaussian 2009 software package38 and its
default integration grid and optimization criteria. The 6-31G(d)
basis set39,40 was used on nonmetal atoms, i.e., C, H, N, Cl, and
O. The LANL2DZ41−43 pseudopotential and basis set were
used on metal atoms, i.e., Re and Au. Automated density
ﬁtting44,45 was used to quicken the calculations. The system was
treated as a restricted neutral singlet with Re(I) and an even
number of Au atoms. Images for these calculations were
generated using Avogadro 1.1.1.46
The Au(111) surface, an approximate model for the bulk Au
used in the experiments, was prepared as follows using the
gradient-corrected PBE level of theory with a single-ζ quality
basis set within the plane-wave pseudopotential scheme as
implemented in the SIESTA software package. As a ﬁrst step,
bulk Au was optimized starting with a four-atom bulk Au cell
and calculating minimum energy lattice parameters and fractal
atomic coordinates. The optimized bulk cell parameters were
used to construct a supercell containing an Au(111) slab with
four layers of Au atoms in a 4 × 6 (11.8 Å × 17.8 Å) supercell.
Periodic boundary constraints were used with Gamma point
sampling corresponding to a single k-point for the supercell.
Plane waves were given a kinetic energy cutoﬀ of 200 Ry.
Geometry optimization was done with a force tolerance of
0.004 eV/Å while freezing all Au atoms. This slab was then
carved into a cluster of 32 atoms (27 below the complex and 5
more below that) ensuring that the axial ligand can face the
surface without passing the edge of the cluster.
For the geometry optimizations, all gold atoms were frozen
to closer approximate surface conditions. Additionally, the N
atom of the cyano N−Au bond was arbitrarily frozen around
2.134 Å (complex 1) or 2.083 Å (complex 2) from the Au atom
for monodentate binding. Similarly, two N atoms were frozen
around 2.134 and 2.165 Å from the Au atoms for bidentate
binding. These restrictions were needed to prevent unrealistic
edge eﬀects from occurring due to the small size of the cluster.
Theoretical Simulation of SFG. The macroscopic secondorder susceptibility can be separated into speciﬁc tensor
components for each normal mode, q, with corresponding
Fresnel factors as shown in eq 3.

(2)
ISFG ∝ |χNR
+ χR(2) |2 IIR I vis
(2) iδ
ANR
e

ISFG
=
IAu

(2) iδ
ANR
e + ∑q Aq(2)
,eff ω

IIR I vis
(1)

χ(2)
NR

where
and
are the eﬀective resonant and nonresonant
nonlinear susceptibility tensors, respectively, IIR (Ivis) is the
intensity of IR (visible) beam, δ and ANR are the phase and
amplitude of the nonresonant signal, Aq, ωq, and Γq are the
amplitude of eﬀective resonant susceptibility, frequency, and
damping constant of the qth vibrational mode, respectively, and
ωIR is the frequency of the incident tunable infrared beam. To
remove the contribution of frequency dependence of the
incident beam, we have deﬁned a normalized SFG spectra
(SSFG) according to eq 2, in which the sample SFG spectra was

(2)
χppp
=

(2)
∑ (−Lxxzχxxz
,q

(2)
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,q
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Here, Lijk + (i, j, k = x, y, z) are products of the Fresnel factors
of the IR, visible, and SFG beam at the experimental incident
angles, which can be calculated from the known complex
reﬂective index of Au (see Table S6).
The microscopic molecular tensor components are determined by eq 4
χijk(2), q =

two complexes Re(diCN-bpy) (CO)3Cl (1) and Re(CN-bpy)
(CO)3Cl (2) (Figure 1) were synthesized similarly to

∑ ⟨R ilR jmRkn⟩Almn,q
l ,m,n

(4)

where Almn,q is the molecular hyperpolarizability tensor element
for each normal mode, q, and ⟨RilRjmRkn⟩ is the average product
of the Euler transformation matrix components. Molecular
reference frame Cartesian axes (l, m, n) for 1 and 2 are depicted
in Figure 3A,B. Molecular rotation is performed via the ZϕYθZψ
rotation matrix, where the θ angle is the tilt angle, the ψ angle is
the twist angle, and the ϕ angle is the ﬁnal spin angle.
Complexes in a laboratory setting are assumed to be distributed
isotropically on the surface of Au; therefore, χ is averaged of all
ϕ angles 0°−359° in increments of 5° in the simulated SFG
polarized spectra.
Molecular hyperpolarizability tensor elements are determined by the partial derivatives of the polarizabilities αlm and
dipole moments μn with respect to the coordinate, Q, of a given
normal mode, q, as shown in eq 5.

Almn , q =

∂αlm ∂μn
∂Q q ∂Q q

Figure 1. Re(diCN-bpy)(CO)3Cl (1) and Re(CN-bpy)(CO)3Cl (2).

analogous compounds26 and characterized by NMR, FTIR,
UV−vis, and elemental analysis. Single crystals suitable for Xray diﬀraction studies were grown by slow evaporation of a
supersaturated solution of 1 or 2 in dichloromethane (Figure
S1). A crystallographic data summary and key bond lengths and
angles are presented in Tables S1 and S2, respectively. Previous
studies of the Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl catalysts suggest that electronwithdrawing groups on the bipyridine ligands generally lower
the activity of CO2 reduction for catalysis.53 Thus, we note that
1 and 2 were not expected to be optimal catalysts, but they do
represent two of the very few options for catalyst attachment to
Au surfaces, namely cyanide,54 isocyanide,55 and thiol56,57
linkages.
Electrochemical experiments in acetonitrile (ACN) solution
were conducted to probe the catalytic activity of the
unsupported complexes. The cyclic voltammograms (CV) of
both 1 and 2 show three one-electron reductive features
(Figure 2): a quasi-reversible wave followed by two irreversible
reductions. At higher scan rates, the second reduction becomes
more reversible for 1 (−1.63 V; all potentials vs Fc/Fc+)
indicative of a slow chemical step on the CV time scale. The
second reduction for 2 (−1.87 V) as well as the third reductive
wave for both complexes (1: −2.43 V; 2: −2.80 V) remain
irreversible even at high scan rates (Figures S2 and S3). Under
saturated CO2 conditions (∼0.28 M in ACN), current
enhancement is observed only at the third reduction. This is
in contrast to most previous reported Rebpy-based catalysts,
which are catalytically active in their doubly reduced state,26
although not unprecedented when electron-withdrawing
substituents are employed.58 This underscores the importance
of considering the interplay between the donor−acceptor
properties of the groups used to attach catalysts to surfaces and
their eﬀect on the π-system of the bpy ligand. Comparing the
peak current under Ar and CO2 saturated conditions, 1 is more
active than 2 with icat/ip values of 8.3 and 6.1 and turnover
frequencies (TOF)59 of 13.3 and 7.2 s−1 for 1 and 2,
respectively.
Controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) with sampling of the
headspace for gas chromatography identiﬁed the production of
CO. Gaseous products were not detected in CPE experiments
under inert gas, indicating CO is a product of catalysis. An
FTIR spectrum was taken of the CPE solution after the
experiment, which in addition to showing stretches akin to an
intermediate species of the catalyst (as compared to IR-SEC
spectra, vide inf ra), a peak at 1684 cm−1 was also observed
(Figure S5). This can be assigned to a carboxyamide stretch,
which is most likely a decomposition product from the
hydrolysis of the cyano groups. This has also been observed
for Re(4-methyl-4′-cyano-2,2′-bipyridine)(CO)3Cl.60
Infrared spectroelectrochemistry (IR-SEC) experiments28
were performed to further characterize the products of catalysis.

(5)

Polarizability derivatives and dipole moment derivatives with
respect to normal mode coordinates were obtained from ab
initio molecular orbital calculations. Geometry optimization,
energy minimization, and vibrational normal-mode analysis
were performed for gas phase complexes using DFT. These
were carried out with the hybrid B3LYP47−50 functional using
Gaussian 2009 38 and its default integration grid and
optimization criteria. The 6-311+G(d) basis set39,40 was used
on nonmetal atoms, i.e., C, H, N, Cl, and O. The SDD
pseudopotential and basis set51 was used on the Re atom.
Images for these calculations were generated using GaussView.52 Theoretical frequencies were scaled by 0.975.
The SFG spectra of the sample have been ﬁtted according to
eqs 2−4 with theoretically derived amplitudes (Almn,q) from the
PW91 cluster geometries. ANR, Γq, and orientation angles (θ
and ψ) are ﬁtting parameters. Γq determines the width of the
resonant peaks. ANR is used as a scaling factor to ensure that the
overall amplitude of computed SFG spectra match the
experimental values. The relative SFG amplitudes of the three
CO stretching modes are determined by the relative values of
computed Almn,q and orientation angles (θ and ψ). The angular
dependence enables us to determine molecular orientation by
comparing the measured and computed SFG spectra.
The ﬁtting parameters listed in Table S4 were obtained
allowing frequencies to relax (Figure 4) while parameters
obtained for ﬁxed frequencies are listed in Table S3 (Figure
S14). For complex 2, the frequencies relaxed within ±20 cm−1.
The nonresonant amplitudes were restricted to be positive, and
the damping constants were restricted to be between 0 and 25.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization of Molecular Catalysis. The ligand 4-cyano-2,2′-bipyridine (CN-bpy) was
synthesized as previously reported by the Negishi coupling of
2-pyridylzinc bromide and 2-bromo-4-cyanopyridine.25 The
1660
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Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 (A) and 2 (B) under argon (black) and CO2 (red). Reductive waves for 1 occur at −1.20, −1.63, and −2.43 V
vs Fc/Fc+ and for 2 at −1.41, −1.87, and −2.80 V vs Fc/Fc+. Conditions: 1 mM analyte, 0.1 M TBAPF6 in ACN with a glassy carbon working, Pt
counter, and Ag/AgCl pseudo reference electrodes at 100 mV/s with 1 mM ferrocene added as an internal reference. The current increase of the
third reduction under CO2 is indicative of catalysis.

These scans were repeated using a gold coated slide where the
complex was adsorbed onto the surface as determined by SFG.
No current response for either catalyst was observed in aqueous
or organic solvents. This is most likely due to the weak nature
of the Au−NC interaction and the large overpotential of the
complexes, such that the adsorbed complexes dissociate from
the Au surface before any redox features can be observed. We
further probed the ability for the SAM to stay on the gold
surface in diﬀerent solvents by gently rinsing a coated slide with
various solvents before taking surface measurements. It was
found that ACN, ethanol, tetrahydrofuran, water, acetone,
chloroform, and dichloromethane all removed the complexes
from the surface; thus, no further electrochemical measurements were made.
Catalyst Orientation on Au Surface by DFT Calculation. Cyano groups have been found to bind weakly with
gold;23 thus, a particular geometry of the complexes 1 and 2 on
gold surfaces could not be assumed. To determine the lowest
energy binding modes to the surface, density functional theory
(DFT) with the PW91 functional was used to ﬁnd optimized
geometries of the complexes on an Au(111) model cluster.
Several possible binding orientations were investigated under
restrictions of at least one cyano group bound to a gold atom.
The DFT-optimized geometries for complexes 1 and 2 are
depicted in Figure 3. Orientation of the complex is described
using angles corresponding to the tilt (θ), twist (ψ), and
rotation (ϕ) of the molecule relative to the Au surface (Figure
3A). Throughout, the tilt angles (θ) are found to be close to
63°; however, the energetic analysis shows that there is no
signiﬁcant preference for which axial ligand faces the surface
(CO or Cl) for either complex. This tilt angle is in agreement
with previous reports of the preference of CN groups to orient
parallel to metal surfaces.66 In the case of complex 1, both
mono- and bidentate (Figure S12) cyano binding modes were
explored. Starting from the bidentate structure with only one
cyano group bound to the surface, letting the N−Au bond relax
leads to spontaneous dissociation of the second cyano group.
This suggests that monodentate binding is more stable than
bidentate binding even though the cyano groups span a similar
distance to that between two Au atoms separated by 2 other Au
atoms (8.6 Å). The preference for monodentate binding may
be due to the added ﬂexibility it oﬀers in getting the axial CO
ligand closer to the surface and thus interacting with the Au
surface. In the monodentate structure of 1, the distance
between the CO and the nearest Au atom is 3.3 Å while in the

Under inert (N2) and catalytic conditions (CO2 saturation),
similar reduced states were observed through the carbonyl and
cyano region of the IR spectra for both complexes (Figures S6−
S8). New bands however were observed at 1672 and 1282
cm−1, which correspond with the formation of carbonate
(CO32−). To conﬁrm the production of CO32− as a product of
catalysis, the experiment was repeated with 13CO2. In the IRSEC of 2 under these conditions (Figure S9) the carbonate
bands shifted to lower in energy by 41 and 17 cm−1,
respectively, which is close to the shift expected by the
harmonic oscillator model (∼15 cm−1 per bond).61,62 This
indicates CO32− is being formed from CO2 and not labile
carbonyl ligands. Because of the weak strength of the expected
CO(g) stretch and its possibility to overlap with that of the
cyano group (ν(CO) 2137 cm−1), carbon monoxide was not
deﬁnitively detected in these measurements. These results from
CPE and IR-SEC experiments indicate the reaction catalyzed is
the disproportionation of two equivalents of gaseous CO2 to
CO and CO32−.63 To the best of our knowledge, the
thermodynamic potential for the reaction of 2CO2 + 2e− →
CO + CO32− has not been determined in ACN, most likely due
to the unavailable free energy thermodynamic values for
carbonate in ACN. The closest approximation for a
thermodynamic potential would be for the reaction of 2CO2
+ 2H2O + 2e− → CO + H2O + HCO32− (where E° = −0.65 vs
NHE or approximately −1.3 V vs Fc/Fc+),64 which is likely
occurring due to our electrochemical solutions inescapably
having small amounts of H2O present. With this consideration
and by using the half-wave potential method,65 these complexes
have overpotentials of −1.0 V for 1 and −1.3 V for 2. In part,
these large overpotentials result from the fact that both CN−
bpy ligands produce Re catalysts that reduce CO2 at the
potential of the most negative of three redox processes while
typical Rebpy catalysts reduce CO2 at the potential of the
second redox process.
Further electrochemical studies were performed to access the
interactions of 1 and 2 with gold electrodes. As molecular
(nonimmobilized) catalysts, 1 and 2 behave similarly using an
Au electrode as they did using a glassy carbon electrode with
almost identical reduction potentials (Figure S10); however,
catalysis could not be observed due to the potential window of
Au being more positive than the third reduction of the
complexes (ca. − 2.3 V vs Fc/Fc+ under an atmosphere of CO2,
Figure S11). Even at slow scan rates (25 mV/s) there was no
discernible catalyst/surface interaction on the CV time scale.
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between the binding strength of the anchoring group and the
molecular orientation of the complex on the surface.
Orientation Conﬁrmation by SFG Spectroscopy. To
determine which of the calculated orientations most likely exist
on the surface, SFG measurements were performed to compare
to simulated SFG spectra from the DFT optimized structures.
The eﬃcacy of using SFG to determine molecular orientation
comes from the technique’s capability to use the dependencies
of the polarization of SFG signal on the vibrational transition
moments of the adsorbed species.11−16 That is, the SFG signal
comes from the sum of a constant frequency visible beam and a
tunable infrared beam (tunable to the vibrational resonance of
the molecule) overlapping at the surface of the material. This
creates an output beamthe sum frequency signal, which is the
sum of these two input beams. A resonant SFG signal can only
be obtained from vibrational modes that are both Raman- and
IR-active, and the intensity of the resulting SFG signals of
diﬀerent normal modes can be used to determine molecular
geometry by simulation. Self-assembled monolayers of
complexes 1 and 2 were prepared by soaking a cleaned Aucoated glass slide in a 1 mM solution of the complex in
chloroform for 3 days. The sample was then washed with
pentane and dried under N2 before being used for SFG
measurements.
The normalized experimental SFG spectra and matching
simulated DFT spectra of 1 and 2 are displayed in Figure 4.
Both experimental spectra were collected under PPP polarization combination (P-polarized SFG, P-polarized visible, Ppolarized IR). The resonant signals of the complexes are greatly
aﬀected by the strong nonresonant signals from the Au surface,
resulting in an “S-shaped” signal.32 The overlap and diﬀering
amplitudes of the carbonyl stretches as well as interference with
Au signal in the SFG prevent direct comparisons to the IR
spectra, in both shape and band energy assignment. Simulated
SFG spectra were found by using the B3LYP functional with
the orientation angles from the optimized geometries. Plotting
the simulated SFG spectrum (Figure S17) with the nonresonant contribution removed against the corresponding
experimental IR spectrum shows that there is a signiﬁcant
loss of features in the simulated spectrum as well as a red-shift.
Figure S18 shows that the SFG amplitudes are highly sensitive
to these orientation angles, especially to θ. For example, the
symmetric a′(1) stretch loses half of its intensity in going from
θ = 0° to θ = 30° (ψ ﬁxed at 80°). The same kind of loss would
require ψ to change from 0° to 60° (θ ﬁxed at 65°).
The geometry that most closely related to the experimental
SFG data was that of the CO ligand facing the surface for both
complexes with monodentate binding (Figure S14 and Table

Figure 3. (A) Schematic illustration of the orientation angles used to
model the complex on the gold thin ﬁlm surface. Axes x, y, and z
represent the laboratory coordinates of the gold surface, while a, b, and
c represents the molecular coordinates of the complex. Orientation
angles θ, ψ, and ϕ are the Euler transformation angles between the two
Cartesian coordinates in the ZYZ rotation matrix formalism. (B)
Molecular axis system for complex 1. The same axis system is used for
complex 2. (C−F) DFT optimized monodentate geometries for 1 for
either Cl facing the surface (C) or CO facing the surface (D). DFT
optimized geometries for 2 with Cl facing the surface (E) and CO
facing the surface (F). Values indicated are the tilt angle (θ), twist
angle (ψ), and the energy (ΔE) relative to the geometry labeled with
“ΔE = 0” of that complex.

bidentate structure it is 3.5 Å, slightly farther. These are similar
to recent results obtained of 2 using infrared reﬂection
absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS).67 In the monodentate
structures of 1, the unattached arm is found tilted about 10°
from being in a bidentate conﬁguration (Figure 3C,D). To
compare to similar complexes that have carboxy linkages to
TiO2,16 orientations of 1 and 2 were simulated where the bpy
ligand is perpendicular to the surface (Figure S13). These
structures were found to be less stable than the CO facing
monodentate structures (Figure 3B,D) by 9.64 and 7.56 kcal/
mol for 1 and 2, respectively, indicating a strong relationship

Figure 4. Representative PPP-polarized SFG spectra of (A) 1 and (B) 2 monolayers adsorbed onto gold thin ﬁlms (black circles) with DFT
simulations of the SFG spectra (red).
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S3). In order to achieve a more accurate spectral ﬁt, the
calculated frequencies were allowed to relax by ±20 cm−1
(Figure 4, red line). This corresponds to a 1% error (20 cm−1
relative to 2000 cm−1) in the calculated frequency while not
changing the expected orientation. The ﬁtted frequencies for
complex 1 give an in-phase symmetric a′(1) stretch around
2028 cm−1, an antisymmetric a″ stretch around 1948 cm−1, and
an out-of-phase symmetric a′(2) stretch around 1946 cm−1. For
complex 2 these stretches are around 2028, 1981, and 1931
cm−1, respectively (other ﬁtting parameters are given in Table
S4 and spectral data in Table S5). According to the spectral
shape and the DFT simulations, the a″ and a′(1) modes have
amplitudes opposite in sign relative to the a′(2) mode. The a″
mode has an intensity about 3 times smaller compared to the
other two modes; thus, the peak near 1960 cm−1 originates
mostly from the a′(2) mode. As a result, the contribution of the
a″ mode in the SFG spectra and the resulting ﬁtted frequency is
not as well-deﬁned. We found that the nonresonant amplitude
(and phase) was about 1.83 (−6°) for complex 1 and 1.02
(17°) for complex 2, indicating the two molecules interact
slightly diﬀerently with the gold surface.
The calculated SFG spectra from the other optimized
geometries had clear diﬀerences to rule them out as possible
orientations (Figure S15). Those with the Cl facing toward the
Au surface led to SFG spectra with a strong intensity a′(2)
stretch and almost no intensity from the other two modes.
Bidentate binding of complex 1 was ruled out based on the
mismatched intensities. The SFG spectra also rule out bidentate
binding as the nonzero value of the a″ stretch indicates a twist
relative to the surface that could not be achieved if both cyano
groups adsorbed onto Au. The diﬀerences in the spectra in
Figure 4 for 1 and 2 despite their similar binding modes are due
to the sensitivity of SFG to slight diﬀerences in orientations.
Figure S16 shows that using the orientation angles for 2 makes
the SFG spectrum for 1 resemble that of 2.
It is important to note that in this calculation we have used
the hyperpolarizability calculated for isolated molecules. If there
exists strong intermolecular interaction due to close proximity
of molecules on surface, the hyperpolarizability tensor elements
may change, which would aﬀect the orientations determined
from ﬁtting the SFG spectra. This possibility cannot be
excluded, although it is not very likely according to the
preferred binding geometry shown in Figure 3.

both complexes and the lack of bidentate binding of Re(diCNbpy)(CO)3Cl (1) demonstrates that only one anchoring group
may be needed for the attachment of molecular catalysts to
conductive surfaces. These conclusions highlight the strength in
the methodology of coupling DFT with SFG spectroscopy to
determine and verify the binding modes and orientations of
transition metal electrocatalysts on metallic electrodes,
demonstrating the careful balance between active molecular
catalysts and attachment strategies, both of which are needed to
create a deployable CO2 reduction system.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have determined the binding geometries of a pair of
molecular electrocatalysts bound to Au(111) by combining
SFG spectroscopy and DFT calculations of SFG spectra. The
complexes Re(diCN-bpy)(CO)3Cl and Re(CN-bpy)(CO)3Cl
were found to be catalytically active toward CO2 in their triply
reduced states, generating equimolar amounts of carbon
monoxide and carbonate. No electrochemical behavior was
observed from immobilized 1 or 2 on an Au surface, as the
weak binding nature of the Au−NC interaction coupled with
the large overpotential of the catalysts led to dissociation of the
complexes from the surface before any redox features could be
observed. Under no applied potential, both complexes orient
into an adsorbed monolayer on Au surfaces as characterized by
SFG. Based on DFT optimized geometries, the weak binding of
the cyano groups to Au surfaces lends to a large tilt angle,
orienting the bpy ligand more parallel to the surface with the
axial chloride facing up, a favorable orientation for redox state
transitions and catalysis. The similar binding orientation of
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